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Introduction
Surface property of biomaterials has a significant effect on 
protein and cell attachment. In many neuronal applications, 
including neuron-biomaterials interface (e.g., synthetic polymer 
or metal electrode), creating a neuronal friendly surface is a 
critical factor for their successful functions (e.g., 
stimulating/recording neuronal signal or substrates for axonal 
regeneration). Conventionally, wet-based coating methods have 
been utilized to create a neuronal friendly surface. It includes 
natural molecules (e.g., collagen or laminin coating) and 
synthetic molecules (e.g., poly-L or poly-D-lysine coating). 
However, these coating methods are not suitable for certain 
applications which have to avoid a direct contact with liquid. 
In this present work, we have developed a novel plasma enabled 
positively charged coating (dry phase) on the various surfaces 
including tissue culture plate, non-tissue culture plate, glass 
coverslip, and biodegradable PCL nanofiber. DRG neurons were 
cultured on the various surfaces and neurite outgrowth was 
quantified and compared.    

Figure 1. FT-IR spectrum  of 
EDA coated substrate.  

Methods 
Plasma deposition of Ethylenediamine (EDA): Ethylenediamine 
monomer was freed from any dissolved gases by repeated 
freeze-pump and thaw technique prior to plasma deposition 
processes. A pulsed plasma polymerization approach was 
employed to obtain sufficiently cross-linked film of poly-
ethylenediamine with an optimum surface density of positively 
charged amine functional groups. In this study, pulsed plasma 
was ignited at the monomer pressure of 60 mTorr, 10/10 duty 
cycle (plasma on time/ plasma off time) with 200 W power input 
and the deposition of the monomer was continued for 20 
minutes.   
Characterization of plasma deposited EDA coating: The plasma 
deposited polymer coating was characterized using FT-IR and 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopies. These measurements were 
made on flat substrates coated in the plasma reactor under 
identical conditions. 
DRG neuronal culture on various substrates: Dorsal root 
ganglion (DRG) neurons were isolated from embryonic 16-18 
day rat pups. Individual ganglia were removed from the spinal 
column and the ganglia were enzymatically dissociated (0.25% 
trypsin) for 20 minutes. The ganglia were triturated and the 
resulting cell suspension (DRG neurons and Schwann cells) was 
loaded into various substrates, including poly-D-lysine coated 
tissue culture plate and coverslip, and EDA coated tissue culture 
plate and coverslip. Also, poly-D-lysine and EDA was coated on 
non-tissue culture treated plate. One week after seeding the 
dissociated DRG derived cells, the cells were fixed for one hour 
in a 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at 
4oC and washed three times with PBS. The cells were 
immunostained overnight for neurofilament 160kDa to identify 
the neurons. The immunostained neurons on the various 
substrates were visualized with a fluorescence microscope and 
images captured with a digital camera. In addition, DRG 
neurons were cultured on EDA coated biodegradable, aligned 
PCL nanofibers.
Quantitative analysis of neurite outgrowth on various 
substrates: The total neurite outgrowth per image was quantified 
using Image-pro software. At least 100 NF160+ neurite 

outgrowth images per each substrate group (i.e., 25 images per 
each sample, four samples in each substrate group) were taken, 
blindly quantified, and averaged. Three independent 
experiments were conducted.  

Results and discussion   
FT-IR spectroscopy: The 
chemical composition of 
the plasma deposited 
EDA coating was 
obtained from FT-IR 
spectrum (Figure 1). The 
IR peak at ~ 3400 cm-1 
confirms the presence of 
the key functional group, 

primary amine (-N – H 
stretching frequency). The additional peaks at ~2200 cm-1 and 
1600cm-1 show the presence of cyano (-C�N) and imine (C=N) 
groups respectively which were generated under the high 
energetic RF plasma. The peak at ~2800 cm-1 shows the 
presence of –C – H in the polymer.  
DRG neurite outgrowth on various substrates: Plasma enabled 
EDA coating on either tissue culture plate (TC) or non-tissue 
culture plate (NTC) promotes neurite outgrowth close to “gold-
standard” PDL coating on tissue culture plate (Figure 2. no 
statistical difference among these groups). Importantly, EDA 
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Figure 2. DRG neurite outgrowth on various substrates. Top charts 
show the averaged total neurite outgrowth per image among 
substrates: outgrowth on tissue culture plate (TC, left) and on non-
tissue culture plate (NTC, right). Bottom three figures are 
representative NF160+ neurite outgrowth on various substrates. 
#P<0.05 and *P<0.05.  

coating on non-tissue culture plate significantly increases neurite 
outgrowth as compared to PDL coating on the same plate. Also, 
DRG neurons cultured on the EDA coated aligned PCL 
nanofiber robustly grew parallel to the aligned nanofibers. These 
results suggest that dry phase EDA coating on a biomaterial 
surface can be utilized as a tool to convert non-neuronal cell 
friendly surface to friendly surface. 
 
Conclusion
Our results demonstrate that plasma enabled EDA coating can 
promote neuronal outgrowth on various substrates including 
non-neuronal cell friendly surface. This dry phase coating can be 
utilized as a comprehensive tool to modify the non-cell 
favorable surface of biomaterials to favorable surface.  


